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Autotrack on Demand Vehicle Tracking 
Introduction 

Managing only one personal vehicle with yearly, quarterly or monthly 

routine servicing and document renewal sometime already make the 

vehicle owner skip their responsibility due to whatever reason. This task 

become more critical if someone required to manages more than one 

vehicle. Taking care of company vehicle especially becomes a non-

consistent routine task for most of the admin clerk in the company to 

arrange servicing and renewal of document for company vehicle become 

much more difficult without proper recording system. Add on with daily tracking for driver who drives which 

vehicle also will be recorded for future investigation purposes. The vehicle manager would like to have an 

application can assist them in simplify this inconsistent repeating activity. Autotrack team understand on this 

tedious and non-consistent task, that why we design for you an tracking software, Autotrack on Demand Vehicle 

Tracking solution, make your tracking simple to use. 

What you can do with Autotrack on Demand Vehicle tracking? 

This simple to use yet powerful tracking solution give you an easy way to 

manage your company vehicle as well and your vehicle’s driver. You can use it 

for tracking the road tax expired date for your vehicle, Insurance and No Claim 

Bonus (NCB) for your individual vehicle, routine vehicle services, vehicle tire air 

pressure refill reminder, yearly car battery checking, commercial vehicle yearly 

inspection routine and any routine inspection required. At the same time, daily 

driver vehicle record can be obtained by just 2 simple touches on the reader. 

How to use Autotrack on demand Vehicle 

tracking 

To make your tacking simple, Autotrack team have 

been design our software base on the most 

practical way of operation for admin clerk and 

vehicle driver to use, a series of procedure will be 

conduct to train the new user on how to use the 

vehicle tracking solution. Basically for admin clerk, she just needs to create the tracking 

information for the first time, when the time reaches, auto alert notification will be sending to her email inbox. For 

the vehicle driver, if they are driving the vehicle base on first come first serve method, the driver will be required 

to tag/scan their working ID together with key ID to record who the driver for the vehicle is on that particular date.  

This information is important for company investigate for any road offends in the future. 

Reporting and reminder 

Monthly transaction reporting will be tabulate for driver versus vehicle 

for administration purposes. A report to view available vehicle belong 

to individual company, record of servicing as well as renewal reminder 

send to email of administrator or admin clerk for routine checkout 

purposes. With this reporting and reminder, Autotrack believe this 

software will be able to solve your management of vehicle problem in 

your company.  

 


